Renovations of two Mayan-Style B
INTRODUCTION

integrated Latin American design elements
decoratively more than architectonically.
In the teens of this century, Frank Lloyd
Wright and some of his students, and a few
architecs in California, saw in Mayan architecture some basic principles of form
and use of materials which they incorporated creatively into their own work.
And in the era of lavishly decorated movie
houses, some notably successful ones use
Mayan ornament and pictorial themes to
create their rich and exotic atmospheres.

When the exhibition "Maya: Treasures
of an Ancient Civilization" arrived in
Albuquerque in mid-November 1986, it
was accompanied by a number of special
events including other exhibitions. At the
University of New Mexico, "The Maya Image in the Western World" at the University Art Museum and the Maxwell Museum
of Anthropology included drawings and
photographs of Mayan buildings , of which
the most impressive were two of Carlos
Vierra's six murals painted 1913-15 for the OLD CHEMISTRY
Panama-California Exposition in San
Diego. This exhibit also incuded pictures of Its Mayan Style
In the early years of the twentieth cenbuildings in the United States whose design
tury , as Frank Lloyd Wright began to
shows Mayan influence.
work with concrete and explore its
Traces of Mayan influence can be found
in Albuquerque, and it happened that just qualities of weight, mass, and plasticity, he
at the time of the exhibit, two important also incorporated into his work themes
Mayan-style buildings in the city were which clearly recall Mayan architecture.
Two students of Wright brought the first
undergoing renovation: Francis Barry
Byrne's 1916 Old Chemistry building on Mayan design to New Mexico. Walter
Burley Griffin, like Wright, was exthe University of New Mexico campus, and
George Williamson's 1930 Springer . perimenting with concrete and with forms
appropriate to concrete in the early teens.
Building on Tijeras next to the railroad.
As renovation projects, as well as diverse In 1913, when he was renowned as the architect commissioned to design the city of
examples of the uses of architectural style,
the two buildings make an interesting con- Canberra in Australia, he was engaged to
design a master plan for the campus of the
trast . Old Chemistry (best known in recent
University of New Mexico, and visited
years as the Arts Annex), one of the earliest
Albuquerque. Griffin left for Australia in
buildings on the historic regional-style
campus, was to be preserved and 1914, leaving his practice to Francis Barry
renovated as part of a major complex of Byrne. Both architects executed design
new buildings for the Engineering schools. drawings for the Chemistry Building, and
It was a valuable object in an awkward Byrne's was built in 1916.
Griffin 's design for a two-story building
location, presenting the architects with a
divided the facade into three horizontal
problem to be solved - a problem which
parts, the upper story being blank and high
turned out to include a weak and fragile
structure. The Springer Building, on the on the exterior above a middle band in
other hand, offered itself as an opportuni- which the windows of the first story, shadty. Designed as a warehouse with offices, ed by an ornamented soffit and interspersits solid open structure and handsome brick ed with ornamental panels, show the influence of the Mayans' contained horizonexterior, as well as its location near
Downtown and within a few blocks of tal bands of ornament. The lowest
other stylish renovations on Central horizontal portion of the walls is projected
Avenue, made it ideal for renovation as of- out slightly beyond the upper wall all
around, and the entry is deeply recessed.
fices.
The second level, inside, would have been
The renovation architects, Dean and
lighted by a double row of high windows
Hunt for the Engineering Complex, and
Dekker and Associates for the Springer opening on a sort of light well above a
lower-ceilinged central corridor - a device
Building, have provided information and
which permitted the exterior elevation to
photographs for this article.
present the high smooth crown also distinctly suggestive of the building's Mayan
THE MAYAN STYLE
precedents.
There are three general ways in which
Byrne's one-story building is even more
. Mayan style has been integrated into
severe: a long low rectangle of unorbuildings in the United States. In the
namented stucco pierced by roof scuppers
and by small groups of wind ows pulled
earliest form , architects trained by the
methods of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts of together into horizontal bands by orFrance designed buildings following the
nam ental cast stone pan els betw een the
classical models of Europe, into which they
windows. The entrance is pushed forward
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and the doorway, protected by a square
iron grill, punched into it with a deep
shadow . The original design called for an
ornamental cast stone coping, but the
building as constructed lacks this.
Th e Building
Th e original plan of the building included classrooms, smaller laboratories, toilet
rooms, and a patio . The high parapet
disguises rows of clerestory windows. Over
the years, the patio had been roofed over,
clerestories covered, and the interior
modified until it was a virtual warren of
smaller spaces and neglected areas used for
storage .
The walls were built of clay tiles without
reinforcement. Pan joists had been constructed of concrete in clay tiles, in which
the old reinforcement of twisted squa re
bars was not everywhere completely
covered. The wood floors had been placed
on wood sleepers set directly on the earth.
Byrne's construction drawings, now in
the Meem Coll ection of the UNM
Libraries, show ornamental cast stone
panels between the windows , as well as the
cast stone coping which was never installed. Th e panels are shown with a sketched,
but not detailed, set of abstract designs to
be repeated on each panel , loosely based
on Mayan or other native American ornamental forms. Two existing panels are of
different design, showing symbols of
chemistry . Two panels apparently have
disappeared over the years without any
record.
Severe to the point of barrenness, Old
Chemistry still retains a fineness of proportion and a dramatic effect which make it
Top: Th e renovat ed Jacade oj Old
Chemistry. On e oj the cast stone panels is
visible betw een the windows beyond the
projected entrance. (Photo by Douglas
Kahn .)
Cent er: Section, show ing how Old
Chemistry stands at the center of a new
pedestrian plaza with new laboratories
and library set underground to leave the
site open. Beyond, to the north , anoth er
building in the new complex encloses the
plaza.
Bottom: Old Chem istry, clad in a dark er
color thon the new buildings of the
En gineering Complex, seen from a nearby
building. The tightly grouped w indows are
close to the projected entrance on each
side. Th e clerestories which bring floods of
dayli ght to the int erior are visible behind
the parapet. In the left distance is Farris
Hall; (Phot o by Douglas Kahn.)

rewarding of study. As a unique example
of the work of a well-known architect and
as a significant element in the history of the
design of the regional-style UNM campus ,
it clearly deserved preservation and
renovation.
Th e Renovation
The engineering complex required the
design of an engineering library as well as
clean-room laboratories and classrooms,
and the preservation of Old Chemistry.
The site was surrounded by other
buildings , with the campus distribution
tunnels bounding it on both the west and
the north.

The design solution was to place twothirds of the building below grade on two
levels, with service to the lowest level via a
lift platform and service court, and the
historic building, restored to its original
function as classrooms, the centerpiece of a
pedestrian plaza serving both the internal
traffic of the engineering complex and
cross-campus traffic . Light monitors bring
daylight to all levels.
To restore Old Chemistry, the architects
opened the roofed-over patio and the
clerestories. The interior spaces were
returned to use as classrooms, with new
toilet rooms in the original locations. New
heati ng and lighting systems are exposed
under the clerestories, and new exits were
added to conform to current building
codes.
Although the design restoration was simple and clear, the structural repairs were a
preservationist's nightmare. The walls
were pulled together wit h a "structural
skin" of reinforced cementitious coating,
and the roof joists reconstructed. Drilled
piers were added to the underpinnings.
The rotted wood floors were completely
replaced . New doors and frames were installed, but the dramatic shadowy entrance door with its iron gate was restored.
To emphasize the unique historic
building in the midst of the new building
group , the color of the new modified stucco is a darker shade than the buff of the
new buildings. The texture was made to
match that of the original stucco. Now the
crisply restored little building stands in the
center of its new plaza , not elevated as its
models were, but surrounded at a respectful distance by the new buildings. It is
showcased as a museum piece, situated so
that it can be studied from all sides, and at
the same time it is restored to its original
usefulness, with its enclosed patio and
daylighting intact.
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The south facade of the Springer Building. The concrete railings are part of the Tijeras
Street underpass. The awnings and pipe railings are new, but otherwise the facade is as it
was built in 1930. The Greek key is incised on the cast stone fillet under the upper windows. (Photo by Bobt. Ames Cook.)
THE SPRINGER BUILDING

The Mayan "Motif'
In 1976, talking with a graduate student
about the ideas that shape the forms of
buildings, the Albuquerque architect John
Ginner mentioned the 1930 Springer
Building, and said, "That's a Mayan motif
- hmphl - don't look Mayan to me." The
interviewer's first reaction was to ask why
the designer, George Williamson, had
chosen that motif. Ginner thought he'd
"wanted something different for an indifferent site."
In 1930, Williamson and his chief
designer, William Miles Brittelle, were
conservative eclectic or "Beaux-Arts" practitioners. They did not aim to create a
replica of a Mayan building, nor had they
closely studied Mayan buildings as new
models of architectonic composition. Their
building follows classical models of European origin in its general symmetry, centrally placed main entrance, and orderly
rows of windows.
But the elements which we can
recognize as special and unusual do give
the Springer a distinctive appearance,
most prominently the battered parapet
with its elaboration of battered pilasters at
the corners. This doesn't really resemble
any Mayan example, except to the extent
that it suggests the steps of pyramids, or the
crumbling of ruined parapets; but it does
call our attention to the fillet of cast stone
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incised with the "Greek key" pattern also
found in Mayan ornament and decoration.
The stepped outline of the cast stone
around both the main doors, and the pair
of doors at the east end of the south facade,
is a clearer reference to the monumental
steps of temples, and also suggests, in
reverse, the corbels with which Mayan
doorways were constructed. The keystone
above the main entrance, of course, contradicts the reference to corbelled arches.
The primary reason for recognizing the
Springer as Mayan is that it does have a
"different appearance," and John Ginner,
though unconvinced of the success of the
motif, clearly recalled that Mayan was the
selected style.

Other characteristics of the Springer
Building
The Springer Building was designed for
the Springer Transfer Co., as a warehouse
with offices. It fronts on Tijeras Avenue,
which in 1930 crossed the railroad at
grade, but which later in the thirties was
excavated to go under the railroad. The
west side of the building has a covered
loading dock on the first floor, immediatelyon the railroad yard . Another loading
dock extended along the north side of the
building, where trucks had access. The
materials, ornament, and finish are
unusually fine for a warehouse. Handsome
cream-colored, textured brick laid in colored mortar along the east, south , and

Top: The Springer Building's east facade,
on Commercial Avenue. Steps down to the
new two-level entrance are in the
foreground. (Photo by Robt. Ames Cook.)
Bottom: The north facade of the Springer
Building is marked by the haunches of the
concrete columns , designed to carry the
framing of the next bay in a future addition. The bays are filled in with glazing to
show the structural frame, and the canopy
is designed to suggest the old truck loading
dock, while sheltering the new main e~
trance facing the parking court. The
sheltered lower court is almost visible.
(Photo by Robt . Ames Cook.}

west facades. The north facade, where the
existing structure was designed for future
additions, the bays were filled in with clay
tiles. The haunches at the tops of the concrete columns protrude from this north
wall, awaiting the addition of the next
bay.
The Renovation
This building, with its handsome appearance; solid, open concrete frame; sited
within an easy walk of the Central Business
District and adjacent to the actively
redeveloping area at Central and Broadway; and with another similarly promising
warehouse in the same block, offered itself
as a prime opportunity for redevelopment
as offices. It was placed on the National
Register of Historic Places in 1980, and
was renovated subject to stringent regulations and reviews.
This renovation was coordinated with
that of the J. S. Brown Mercantile
Building, a warehouse immediately adjacent to the old warehouse yard on the
north. The yard was made a parking
court, with entrances, views, and connecting walkways to make the two buildings
work together as a group. Brown Mercantile has its own parking lot and main entrance on its north side, and the two
buildings are separately owned.
On the north, the rough infill of clay
tiles was removed and replaced with glazing designed to expose and enhance the appearance of the concrete frame, as well as
to admit north daylight. The architect's
original scheme, to add a dramatic glassenclosed entry vestibule and stairway on
the north, was not permitted by the Park

Service; instead, they required that the
north facade have some design element
recalling the original truck loading dock.
The main entry has been provided with
steps and ramps to a sheltered court and
entrance to the lowest level, and the new
stairs were added inside the building.
On this half-basement level, the original
sn 'all windows have been enlarged with
the addition of wells, so that light is
brought into the floor from every side.
Above, existing windows, which were
original, have been refurbished or replaced
with matching units, and backed up with
matching sash and glazing on the newly insulated interior. Additional daylight is
brought to the central areas of all the floors
in light wells of glass block, and on the
third floor, where an existing freight
elevator was removed, a skylight enhances
a large area of the northwest corner of the
space.
The Springer offered three well designed
and finished facades, a solid structure, and
the opportunity of large open spaces and
sources of light. In its new incarnation, it
remains itself, distinctly of its period and
recognizably "Mayan", while welcoming
the luxury and glamor of its new glazing,
enhanced windows, and dramatized twolevel entry.

CONCLUSION

pretty coincidence that these two renovations coincided with the exhibit of Mayan
art in Albuquerque. Simple and slight as
the "Mayan" elements are in the two
designs, this stylistic link is enhanced and
made evident by the effort to preserve each
building, and through their preservation
we are allowed to observe the "motif' as
transformed first by the old eclectic tradition and then as assimilated in designs
seeking new architectonic solutions.

E.E.H.
The author:
Edna E. Heatherington, CSI, CCS,
is a local historian, information
manager, and technical writer in
Albuquerque. She is Manager of
Specifications for Brown Burton and
Partners, Architects.
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The parking court includes a pedestrian connection to the next building, another
warehouse renovated for offices. (Photo by Robt. Ames Cook.)
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Credits for the building projects:
Old Chemistry
Owner: University of New Mexico
Architect: Dean and Hunt/W.C. Kruger
and Associates
Civil Engineer: Tom Mann
Structural Engineer: Randy Holt
Mechanical Engineer: Bridgers & Paxton
Electrical Engineer: Uhl & Lopez
Contractor: Page and Wirtz
Photographs: Douglas Kahn (exteriors)
Springer Square
Owner: Albuquerque Properties, Inc.
Architect: Dekker and Associates
Structural Engineer: Randy Holt
Mechanical Engineer: Four Seasons
Electrical Engineer: AlJied
Interiors: Perspectives
Contractor: Better Living
Photographs: Robt. Ames Cook
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